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Gregg Piccola / L+R Palomba / 2007 - 2021 Table • Wall/Ceiling • Mirror

Destination / Use →

Light →

Designers →

Design Concept →

A small light with an organic and soft shape, which lends its personality 
to the space where it is installed. The image that changes according to 
the point of view, as well as the availability of multiple sizes in the family, 
enables original patterns to be created on the wall and ceiling. The new IP44 
certification also means it can be used in the bathroom. The mirror area 
represents a fundamental light point in the design of a bathroom, as a mirror 
that is badly lit does not reflect the image correctly. Choosing Gregg Piccola 
as a mirror lamp enables the right lighting atmosphere to be created, with 
the extra advantage of an original scenographic effect. It can be installed to 
the side of the mirror, or it can be integrated into the mirror itself by making a 
hole.

The mouth-blown white satin finish diffuser radiates warm and uniform light.

Ludovica + Roberto Palomba set up their own studio in Milan in 1994, and 
their joint expertise ranges from architectural planning, to interior design, 
and partnerships as product designers and art directors with leading 
international brands; they have received multiple, major accolades such 
as the Compasso d’Oro award. Their philosophy is to create objects that 
interact in an immediate way with the people who choose them, creating 
an intimate, significant and long-lasting relationship, as testified by the 
durability of their designs.

An organic shape which looks like a pebble smoothed by the water and changes its image 
according to the observation point. A new version redesigned with a visibly more contained base/
mount compared to the previous version, for an even more pleasant wall/ceiling installation from 
an aesthetic point of view. The fitting disappears from view, to exalt the original shape of the glass. 
A version that enables mirror installation has also been developed thanks to a special system of 
ring nuts. The completely closed shape that surrounds the light bulb makes it perfect for use as a 
“make-up” lamp.

Diffused

L+R Palomba

Hall, 
corridors, 
bedside tables, 
coffee tables,
 mirrors, 
bathroom

 Reason Why / USP → An original alternative to standard spherical lamps offered at an extremely competitive price. A 
small light point with great furnishing value.

Glass, polycarbonate

220 / 240V: LED retrofit Max 1x8W G9, on/off, dimmer
120V:Max 1x8W G9 on/off
 
Energy class A+

Colours: white

Small lamp with diffused light. White satin mouth-blown diffuser with 
a glass blowing process in which it is not turned in the mould and 
subjected to an acid dipping process.
Ceramic lamp holder. Table version with white polycarbonate base. On 
the transparent cable there is a switch or dimmer that acts both as a 
gradual light intensity regulator and an on/off switch.
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